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🚚

Monday 10/29 (Chad) — (shipping)
The driver shortage is a well-established reality of the #trucking
industry by now. With an aging
workforce and driver age restrictions, one main factor in the shortage is age. Yet the DRIVE-Safe Act
currently being considered by Congress offers some hope to companies with measures to allow
18-20-year-old drivers in interstate commerce. Learn more about how the DRIVE-Safe Act could impact
the driver shortage: https://bit.ly/2Pgxf3J.

Tuesday 10/30 (Chris) — (blog)
Advocates tout it as a revolution in railroad efficiency, operation and profit. Critics point out its
inconvenience and unpopularity with customers and its lack of focus on long-term strategy. So what’s the
real deal with precision-scheduled railroading? Check out our latest blog post, where we break down the
basics, pros, cons and future of the railroad industry’s latest big debate: https://bit.ly/2Oe7Pzk.

Wednesday 10/31 (Chad) — (logistics/tech)
There was a considerable amount of hubbub when the #ELD mandate came out nearly a year ago. But
what has its true impact been? Though shippers and #logistics firms have certainly seen changes and had
to adapt, the anticipated loss of drivers
didn’t occur, and some companies have even started using the
technology
to their benefit as a tool to increase efficiency and optimization. Discover how ELD is
affecting the supply chain, and how shippers can leverage it to their advantage: https://bit.ly/2yWMDZ6.

🖥

🚚

💡

Thursday 11/1 (Chris) — (trucking)
Recent research sheds light on current trends in the supply chain industry. One of the most notable
insights indicates a shift away from previous focus on cost reduction — in fact, 83 percent of companies
are willing to pay more for better quality and ROI. There’s also growing strategic emphasis on ground
transportation , e-commerce and technological innovations. Learn more: https://bit.ly/2yTiUjE.

🚚

🛤

Thursday 11/1 (Company) — (rail/KC)
Kansas City Southern #rail
is reflecting on its business so far this year and seeing positive results,
despite issues with congestion at US-Mexico borders. Attributing the congestion largely to increased
traffic, rail companies note the upward
trend in volume and revenue this year, especially cross-border,
and officials have a positive outlook following the recent USMCA trade agreement. Find out more about
the future of US rail #freight: https://bit.ly/2PRzCHx.

📈

INSTAGRAM (1)
Wednesday 10/31 —

🎃🕸👻🧛

Happy Halloween!

🎃

#DYK roughly two billion pounds of pumpkins were produced in the US in 2017? That’s a lot of gourds!
With over 150 million Americans planning to carve jack-o’-lanterns this year and the majority of
pumpkins grown in Illinois, California, Ohio and Pennsylvania, shippers
are busy this Halloween!

🚚

#dyk #funfacts #holidays #halloween #happyhalloween #shipping #commerce #agriculture #jackolantern
#pumpkins #interstate #transportation #cargo #freight #transportationlogistics #logistics #3PL #smartway
#supplychain #celebrate #spooky #trucking #rail

FACEBOOK
Wednesday 10/31 — (blog)
The launch of a linear point-to-point vs. hub-and-spoke rail operation system is causing quite a stir among
rail interests. Is precision-scheduled railroading a revolution in operations, efficiency and profit for rail?
Or is it an inconvenience for shippers and a concerning lack of focus on long-term strategy? So far, the
rail industry can’t come to a consensus. Check out our latest blog post, where we break down the basics,
pros, cons and future of the railroad industry’s latest big debate: https://bit.ly/2Oe7Pzk.

TWITTER

🛣

Monday 10/29 — (trucking)
Traffic is more than just an annoyance, apparently. New research shows national highway congestion
adds $74.5 billion annually to #trucking operating costs, fueling a growing call for national
#infrastructure improvement. Learn more: https://bit.ly/2PPyJ23. @LogisticsMgmt

🚚

🚚
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Tuesday 10/30 — (rail)
With straining capacity, many shippers
are turning to #dimensioning to improve efficiency and space
utilization. Using scanning #technology
to optimize packaging and storage, dimensioning could be
a game-changer. Learn more: https://bit.ly/2yZ5B11. @JoCOnline

📦

Wednesday 10/31 — (air)
For those involved in #air✈ freight, the International Air Transport Authority has just released the latest
#cargo standards manuals . Stay in the know by brushing up on the 2019 updates to air cargo
regulations: https://bit.ly/2OHJfM9. @HandyShipping

📘

📦
📈

Thursday 11/1 — (logistics)
In a world of high-speed this and instant that, two-day #shipping
is now slow. Using crowd-sourced
local delivery and new technology , on-demand delivery is rising as the hot new thing. Learn what
this could mean for shipping #logistics: https://bit.ly/2OCKLiU. @SCMR

🖥

GOOGLE+ (1) — blog
Could precision-scheduled railroading be a revolution in operations, efficiency and profit for rail? That’s
the current topic up for debate among rail interests, and proponents and critics alike are waiting (and
arguing) to see how the future of rail plays out. Check out our latest blog post, where we break down the
basics, pros, cons and future of the railroad industry’s latest big debate: https://bit.ly/2Oe7Pzk.

